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Abstract 

The thesis is an exploratory qualitative analysis of conversations between two out of 

three leading characters in Woody Allen’s motion picture Hannah and Her Sisters 

(1986). Due to a perception of invisible power relations, it is hypothesized that what 

seems like a powerful position in discourse, in fact is an indication of the opposite, and 

that what seems like a powerless position, is an indication of power. Three features 

based on scholarship connected to Conversation Analysis (CA), Dyadic Power Theory 

(DPT) and power relations in verbal interaction are chosen to test the hypotheses: first 

and second positions in sequences as dicussed by Hutchby (1996), control attempts as 

elaborated by DPT, and mitigating strategies as argued for by Mullany (2004). Findings 

confirm the hypotheses, but also reveal ambiguities and contrasting results. Connecting 

the data to sources based on talk in the private sphere, in particular within family 

discourse, is mentioned as one way to further illuminate the subject in future research. 
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1. Introduction 

Previous research shows that power is considered a fundamental concept in human 

interaction (Dunbar & Abra, 2010; Foucault, 1980; Wang, 2006). A number of 

researchers, however, argue that power exercise in dialogue not always is an overt 

activity (Dunbar & Abra, 2010; Hutchby, 1996; Mullany, 2004; Wang, 2006). As 

suggested by the title of this essay, there are sometimes implicit dimensions in 

conversation that are difficult to fully grasp. 

Woody Allen’s Hannah and Her Sisters (1986) has appeared fascinating to me for 

almost thirty years. One reason for this is the sense that there is an invisible struggle to 

be disentangled in its dialogue, especially between two of its characters. The aim of this 

thesis is therefore to explore covert power relations in conversations between the middle 

aged sisters Hannah and Holly. By means of three aspects of covert power exercise in 

conversation, I will investigate whether seeming power may indicate powerlessness and 

vice versa. 

My interest in the content of Allen’s films long after their first screenings is not unusual 

in the research community (Dorn, 2006; Lee, 1997, 2002; Philaretou, 2006). 

Existentialist topics or the settings constituting historical evidence of spoken interaction 

may offer explanations for this. However, despite the fact that Allen’s work has 

revolved around language use, there appears to be a paucity of linguistic studies of it. 

Allen has stated his wish to, by means of Hannah and Her Sisters (1986), depict life as 

ambiguous and lacking in romanticism as he finds it (Lee, 1997), and given that the film 

mainly consists of dialogue, it may therefore be characterized as a representation of 

natural language. In this thesis methods are inspired by Conversation Analysis (CA), 

traditionally meant for real life conversations (ten Have, 2007), but drawing on previous 

research (Wang, 2006; Vähäsantanen & Saarinen, 2012), I suggest that representations 

are a welcome complement to such. Wang (2006) uses film scripts, fiction and written 

material in a similar investigation, since English is a foreign language in his country (p. 

546). This applies to the present study. Furthermore, participants’ awareness of being 

recorded may influence the outcome of real life interaction (Vähäsantanen & Saarinen, 

2012), whereas representations, intended realism being a prerequisite, besides adapting 

to artistic choices and the audience, may depict human behaviour without such 

restrictions. 

According to ten Have (2007), research based on CA traditionally avoids regarding 

transcribed data as a reflection of “a reality out there” (p. 36). Its focus is the data itself, 

which, according to Stokoe and Smithson (2001), should be studied with a “clean gaze” 

(p. 221). Stokoe and Smithson (2001), however, argue that analysts, by choosing and 

interpreting material, always import their views, and that this should be acknowledged 

as a resource in CA research (p. 226, 238–9). The latter stance is applied to the present 

study, to justify usage of CA. 

In the next section, theories and literature on which the analysis is based will be 

reviewed. This is followed by a description of the material, method and hypotheses and 

an analysis of the four conversations between Hannah and Holly. Extracts from the 
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conversations accompany the analyses, and complete dialogues are submitted in 

Appendices A–D. In order to clarify how and what is said, the material is transcribed 

using a simplified version of Jefferson’s (2004) transcription conventions (ten Have, 

2007), included in Appendix E. Lastly, findings are discussed and concluded. 

 

2. Review of theoretical literature 

2.1 Power as a dynamic force  

Foucault (1982) has described power exercise as an action upon the actions of others, 

stating that power only can be exercised over free subjects and that where there is power 

exercise, there is a possibility of resistance (as cited in Foucault, 2000, p. 340-2). He has 

further argued that: 

To live in society is, in any event, to live in such a way that some can act on the actions of 

others. A society without power relations can only be an abstraction. (p. 343).  

The literature on power relations frequently connects to these ideas. Mullany (2004) has 

pointed out that power relations are constantly negotiated and created through 

interaction in discourse and thereby not static positions available to interlocutors before 

an interaction takes place (p. 19). Also, according to Wang (2006), dialogues without 

power, so called “ideal dialogues”, do not exist (p. 530). He has defined power as “the 

ability to control and constrain others; as the ability to achieve one’s goals and as the 

competence to impose one’s will on others”, something that can be done covertly or 

overtly (p. 531). The definition of power as a dynamic force in interaction is the basis 

for the analysis of this thesis.   

Dyadic Power Theory (DPT) (Burgoon & Dunbar, 2005; Dunbar, 2004; Dunbar & 

Abra, 2010) is based on Rollins and Bahr’s (1976) theory of power in marital 

relationships, and has also been used to test same-sex dyads’ interactional power 

(Dunbar & Abra, 2010). Since the theory focuses on dyadic power, it is relevant to my 

study, and will be used to analyse the data.  

DPT emphasizes the presence of power in all relationships, especially close ones 

(Dunbar & Abra, 2005, 2010). The notions power and dominance are here seen as 

intertwined but different: power, defined as the capacity to influence the behaviour of 

another, may be manifest, latent or invisible, and is connected to “cultural norms at the 

larger societal level” (Komter, 1989, as cited in Dunbar, 2004, p. 236–237). Dominance, 

on the other hand, is always overtly expressed and dependent on the context in which it 

occurs. For a person to be able to be dominant, their partner has to be submissive 

(Burgoon & Dunbar, 2005). According to DPT, control attempts are dominant actions 

performed in order to control a situation. Threats, insults and raised voices are examples 

of how control attempts may be expressed linguistically (p. 663). Receivers of control 

attempts may respond by countercontrol attempts to balance the situation (Dunbar, 

2004, p. 238–9). 

Research conducted by means of DPT has found that people with low and high relative 

power exert fewer control attempts, due to fear of retaliation in the former and lack of 
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need in the latter case, and that such occur more often in relationships that are perceived 

as equal (Dunbar & Abra, 2010, p. 661–2). Overtly dominant behaviour, according to 

DPT, may thus indicate lack of power, which will be used in the analysis. 

 

2.2 Power in verbal interaction 

Research on verbal interaction has frequently been carried out by means of 

Conversation Analysis (CA) (Benus et al., 2011; Hutchby, 1996; Kilby & Horowitz, 

2013). In particular talk radio programmes have been favoured in this area of research, 

and although the setting is different from the casual talk in my material, I will borrow 

some of its ideas, since the general topic is relevant to my study. 

Hutchby (1996) has investigated how CA’s notion of sequence organization fits in with 

the talk radio setting. Sequences refer to passages of adjacency pairs (APs), where the 

first pair part requires a second (e.g. question-answer) and one or more APs that share 

the same topic constitute a sequence (ten Have, 2007, p. 130). According to Hutchby 

(1996), arguments in talk radio sequences consist of action-opposition pairs, where the 

first (action) positions are allocated to callers to convey their opinions, whereas hosts 

are placed in the opposition part, which is referred to as the second position. He has 

argued that the asymmetry between first and second positions is that first ones need to 

build a defence for their stance, while second ones can choose if and when they want to 

air theirs: 

 

[T]hose who go first are in a weaker position than those who get to go second, since the latter 

can argue with the former’s position simply by taking it apart. Going first means having to set 

your opinion on the line, whereas going second means being able to argue merely by 

challenging your opponent to expand on or account for his or her claims. (as cited in Jaworski 

& Coupland, 2006, p. 523) 

 

If hosts choose to share their opinions, instead of questioning callers’, roles switch, and 

by once again taking the role of questioner, a host may switch them back (p. 528). 

Callers may also resist answering, i.e. taking the subordinate position. Hutchby (1996) 

has further argued that roles are negotiated in the course of conversation, by means of 

strategies to avoid first positions (p. 523). 

Similar findings have been presented by Vähäsantanen and Saarinen (2012), who have 

studied power relations in research interviews, and concluded that both interviewers and 

interviewees exert power in the discourse. Interviewers set the topic and pose relevant 

questions, but interviewees may display their power by reluctance to answer, changing 

the topic and even by means of objectification of the researcher (p. 494), which also 

brings to mind Foucault’s (1982) words about resistance. 

Wang (2006) has argued that the party posing questions most frequently, which 

resembles host positions, generally is the more empowered party in a conversation (p. 

536). According to Wang (2006), questions are power markers since they require an 
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answer, give the questioner a possibility to choose the next turn in the conversation and 

decide the topic. Also, rhetorical questions can be used to assert ideas of the questioner 

(p. 532–3).  

A discrepancy in opinions about who decides the topic may be traced here: Wang 

(2006) has found the questioner to be in charge of it, whereas Hutchby (1996) has seen 

the task as being realized by the person in first position, who ends up answering the 

questions. In terms of who is the more powerful person, however, the authors agree, 

which is relevant to my study, and will be used in the analysis below. 

Benus et al. (2011) have focused on CA’s notion of turn-taking and how interlocutors 

adapt to each others’ speaking styles when having a conversation (p. 3001). Turn-taking 

refers to the fact that conversations are built up by parties taking turns when conveying 

their utterances (ten Have, 2007). Timing of turn-initial utterances as well as 

accomodation to rhythmic and phonetic factors have been found to indicate a shared 

pursuit to create a common ground by interlocutors (p. 3002). The authors have 

concluded that a lack of such conduct indicates asymmetries in power relations, that 

may evolve in the course of conversation although the interlocutors start out by being 

equal in terms of power (p. 3003). 

Interestingly, Benus et al. (2011) have claimed that parties that accommodate more to 

their interlocutor’s patterns often hold the floor to a lesser degree and are less dominant, 

thus being less powerful (p. 3003). Here a discrepancy between DPT and Benus et al. 

(2011) can be traced, since the former makes a distinction between power and 

dominance, whereas the latter seem to treat them as similar notions. Also, DPT regards 

being dominant as a sign of lacking power. According to Benus et al. (2011) it is a sign 

of power. 

In my analysis, creating a common ground as a possible sign of submissive behaviour, 

will be connected to Mullany’s (2004) ideas below. The analysis will also use 

Hutchby’s (1996) and Wang’s (2006) view on first and second positions and the relative 

power they entail, Wang’s (2006) posing of questions being seen as a second position. 

 

2.3 Covert power in verbal interaction 

According to Wang (2006), power is exercised overtly in institutionalized and covertly 

in casual conversation (p. 529). He has stated that casual conversation often takes place 

among “peers, friends and family members, who are conventionally conceived as equal 

due to intimacy, solidarity, cooperation and the minimal social distance among them” 

(p. 536). Status differences, caused by age, sex, wealth or education, always exist, 

though, and lead to power relations, but because of the mentioned intimacy, they are 

carried out covertly (p. 536). 

Wang (2006) thus both agrees and disagrees with Fairclough (1992), who has stated that 

workplace language, through a conversationalisation evolvement in the late 1900s, due 

to less evident hierachies in workplace organizations, has come to resemble language 

used in private spheres (as cited in Mullany, 2004, p. 19–20). Power that used to be 

exerted overtly in the workplace, according to Fairclough (1992), is nowadays 

manifested “in a more covert and subtle manner” (p. 20), which implies that Fairclough 
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(1992), like Wang (2006), regards power relations in private spheres as covert. 

Fairclough (1992) further claims that coercive power has turned into consent power, and 

is accompanied in the idea by Pateman (1980), who defines the former as oppressive 

power, whereas the latter one is labelled repressive power: 

 

[I]nstead of oppressively emphasising hierarchical differences, those in powerful positions 

gain compliance by using repressive discourse strategies to gain the consent of subordinates 

by minimising status differences. (as cited in Mullany, 2004, p. 20) 

 

Drawing on this, Mullany (2004) has studied language in company meetings, and found 

that female superiors use mitigating strategies such as repressive humour and inclusive 

pronouns (we instead of I) to take focus off the fact that one person is in charge and also 

by creating a sense of common ground, gain compliance from subordinates (p. 24-34). 

Humour, she has argued, is a reliable strategy, since the person using it to disguise 

power exercise cannot be held responsible; one can always refer to the action as simply 

a joke (p. 22). Since power relations, according to Mullany (2004) are dynamic and 

constantly re-negotiated, even superiors in the workplace must constantly recapture 

their status. Here humour has proven to be a successful tool, since it is an “effective way 

of doing power less explicitly” (Holmes, 2000, as cited in Mullany, 2004, p. 20).  

Humour signals similarity and closeness and can therefore be used to hide unwelcome 

messages (p. 22). When analysing humour in interaction, Mullany (2004) has argued 

that it can be defined as something that, to the analyst, signals amusement. The hearer’s 

reaction may make it successful or unsuccessful in the context where it occurs, and it 

can be both intentional and unintentional (p. 21). 

In the analysis I will use Mullany’s definition of humour, so that the whole context will 

be taken into consideration when deciding whether humour is at hand. Like Mullany 

(2004) I will trace it in situations where power is exercised covertly. 

Here, it should be pointed out that Hutchby (1996) also speaks of covert power 

relations. He has stated that first positions seem powerful due to floortime and topic 

decision, but that an analysis of the talk radio setting and sequence organisation 

demonstates that the opposite power relation is at hand (Hutchby, 1996, as cited in 

Jaworski & Coupland, 2006, p. 522). 

Like the talk radio settings discussed above, workplace interaction differs from the 

casual talk in private spheres of my material, but covert power strategies in both 

findings are fruitful for my investigation and will therefore inspire the analysis. In 

addition to this, Mullany’s (2004) work relies partly on Fairclough’s (1992), who stated 

that the basis for the new way to exert power in the workplace, is talk in the private 

sphere, which connects to my material.  

To sum up the literature review, previous research suggests that verbal interaction is an 

arena for power relations, and that it in private spheres often is acted out in a covert 

manner, which confirms my sense of the material in question. Drawing on this, it is a 

plausible suggestion that what appears to be a powerful position in a conversation, is 

also interpretable as something else. In cases like first and second positions as presented 
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by Hutchby (1996), attempts to by means of dominant verbal behaviour control 

situations, as argued for by DPT (Dunbar & Abra, 2010) and mitigated directives as 

accounted for by Mullany (2004), it in fact indicates the opposite. This leads to my 

hypotheses, presented in the next section, that also summarizes the material and method 

used in this investigation. 

 

3. Material, method and hypotheses 

3.1 Material 

Hannah and Her Sisters (1986) is the story of three sisters in Manhattan in the 1980s. It 

is told by means of dyadic and triadic conversations as well as inner monologues and its 

topics are love (how to find and keep it), work (how to find and not be defeated by it) 

and life (difficulty of enjoying and panic of losing it). Sisters Hannah and Holly’s 

relationship stands out as the core of the story and a prominent source of covert power 

relations. Reasons for this may be found in their relative status markers: Hannah is “the 

glue that holds the family together” (Lee, 1997, p. 190), she hosts the framing dinner 

parties and is a successful actress, whereas Holly keeps searching for a close 

relationship and has trouble getting acting jobs. In the end Holly turns out a promising 

writer and has a child with Hannah’s ex husband, a pursuit that the mother figure, 

Hannah, previously failed in. Despite this “victory”, the title suggests Hannah’s 

superiority by labelling the others Her sisters. Conversations between Hannah and 

Holly are therefore chosen as the material for this study. All four conversations between 

them are included in Appendices A–D and studied in detail in section 4 below. 

 

3.2 Method and hypotheses 

The current thesis is an exploratory qualitative study in the field of pragmatics. The 

method used may be characterized as Applied CA (ten Have, 2007), since both 

traditional notions of CA and general ideas on power relations in talk are used in the 

analysis of the data. The material is transcribed by means of trancription conventions 

(see Appendix E) borrowed from Conversation Analysis (ten Have, 2007).  

The study will test two hypotheses: 

H1 Seeming power indicates powerlessness. 

H2 Seeming submissiveness indicates power. 

Due to the persistent sense that dialogues between characters Hannah and Holly contain 

covert power relations, three features based on previous research are chosen to test 

Hypotheses 1 and 2. Future research may find others as suitable for the task. 

1. First and second positions, as discussed by Hutchby (1996) and Wang (2006), will test 

Hypotheses 1 and 2. 

2. Control attempts, as discussed by DPT, will test Hypothesis 1. 

3. Mitigating strategies and creating a common ground, as discussed by Mullany (2004) 

and Benus et al. (2011), will test Hypothesis 2. 
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Some of the sources are based on talk in institutionalized and formal settings, but since 

their ideas correspond to the hypotheses, they are considered valid for the investigation. 

Stokoe and Smithson (2001) have argued that analyst’s cultural knowledge should be 

seen as a valuable resource in CA analyses of whether gender is relevant to participants 

in conversation. This thesis will borrow the principle, so that when deciding whether 

covert power relations can be traced in the conversations, analyst’s cultural knowledge 

of such, in connection to the chosen features, will be used as a tool, e.g. to interpret 

what is a defensive stance, what is an (implied) insult, when a raised voice is a control 

attempt and what can be interpreted as being mitigated by means of a chosen utterance. 

The similarity between the covert character of gender aspects in conversation and covert 

power relations makes a use of Stokoe and Smithson’s (2001) findings valid. Mullany’s 

(2004) view, that analysts’ consideration of the context determines whether humour is at 

hand in conversation, further emphasizes the approach, and will also be used in the 

analysis. 

Section 4 is divided into three branches based on the features above. Each branch 

includes four subsections that discuss the conversations in Appendices A–D 

respectively. The subsections contain analyses of the data in connection to the features 

and their relations to Hypotheses 1 and 2. Relevant abstracts from the data are presented 

in the body of the essay and readers may refer to the Appendices for longer transcription 

excerpts. Results are presented and discussed in sections 5 and 6. 

 

4. Analysis  

4.1 First and second positions  

Sequence organization is a Conversation Analysis tool built on the idea that adjacency 

pairs (AP) form sequences, passages that discuss a topic (ten Have, 2007). The first pair 

part in an argument AP is by Hutchby (1996) referred to as the first position and 

considered powerless in relation to the second, since it can be questioned by the second 

pair part. Since the first position often decides the topic, it seems powerful, but the risks 

of being attacked make interlocutors in first positions vulnerable. In second position an 

interlocutor, on the other hand, can contribute to the conversation without such risks. 

The relative lack of floor in second position may seem powerless, but in fact the 

position entails power. 

 

4.1.1 Conversation 1 

 

1 Holly: Hannah, I have to borrow some more money don’t get upset. 

2 Hannah: (ie) I never get upset over tha:t? 

3 Holly: this is the last time and I’m keeping strict acc[ounts]. 

4 Hannah:                                                                          [HOLLY] don’t insult me 
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5 Holly: (.) some day I’ll pay it all back. 

6 Hannah: (oh) (.) how much do you need? 

 

In Conversation 1 (Appendix A) Holly is in first position in lines 1–5. This is an 

example of when it seems like she is in charge, since she decides the topic and holds the 

floor. By stating her needs, however, she makes herself vulnerable, something that 

Hannah in line 6 uses to pinpoint by posing a question. 

 

9 Holly:          [ I ]know it’s a lot but my friend April and I we have this catering idea 

10  I think it’s going to be GREAT (.) you admit that we’re great cooks, right? 

11 Hannah: yeah 

12 Holly: well, in order to get started there’s just a few things I have to buy and some 

13  old debts I have outstanding. 

14 Hannah: just tell me one thing (.) are we talking about cocaine again? 

15 Holly: I swear. I swear, we’ve already got some requests to do a few dinner parties (.) 

16   I mean obviously ((laughs)) I’m not gonna be a caterer forever  

17  you know (.) we both go on auditions, something could come up at any moment,  

 

The way in which Holly presents irrelevant facts in lines 9–13, further suggests, in 

alignment with Hutchby (1996), that Holly feels inclined to defend her request, thus 

reaffirming her first position and its inherent powerless character.  

Hannah clarifies the opposite character of her second position, by, in line 14, 

questioning the validity of Holly’s request, that, in lines 15–19, leads to all the more 

defence on Holly’s behalf. 

 

4.1.2 Conversation 2 

 

1 Holly:     god it gets so lonely on the holidays 

2 Hannah: oh gosh well you know that’s why I invited  

3  Phil Gammage ton[ight (.) you never know] 

In Conversation 2 (Appendix B), Holly starts out by taking the first position (line 1). 

She expresses her feelings, which already makes her vulnerable, but the conversation 

quickly changes in terms of positions. In lines 2–3, Hannah enters into a first position, 

by disclosing her previous thoughts and actions, stating that she has acted in order to 

fulfil Holly’s wishes. Hannah’s personal status markers in the context could have made 

her the more powerful party, but due to her position in the conversation, she is in fact 

the powerless conversation partner. This is caused by the fact that Holly, entering the 

second position in line 4, is given the opportunity to attack the content of her utterance. 

Seemingly powerless due to her lack of love life, Holly comments on Hannah’ actions, 
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which makes her the powerful interlocutor, whereas Hannah stays in first position and 

starts defending herself (line 5), all in alignment with Hutchby’s (1996) findings. 

 

4 Holly:                                                                 [OH HA:NNAH he’s such a LOSER ((laughs/smiles)) 

5 Hannah: (.)[ he’s not a loser at] all, he’s the headmaster at Daisy’s school 

6 Holly:             [(                          )] 
7                ((laughing)) oh perfect he reminds me of Ichabod Crane, his Adam’s  

8  [apple  keep]s jumping up and down whenever he gets excited 

9 Hannah:                                                                                             [((laughs))](   )he’s a lot better than your ex husband, 

10  he’s got a good job, would you light those  

11  (  ) please, he’s not a dope addict or anything    

 

 

In lines 7–8, Holly sticks to her position and action, by continuing to make fun of 

Hannah’s previous utterance. Still seemingly powerless and in need of help, she is thus 

the powerful interlocutor. 

In lines 9–11, however, Hannah reminds Holly of her previous difficulties in finding a 

suitable lover, whereby she implies that it is logical that Holly should accept her 

suggestions. She further emphasises her superiority by a subordinate clause, in which 

she asks Holly to light the candles (lines 10–11). The last utterance is therefore, once 

again confirming Hutchby’s (1996) findings, a sign of Hannah struggling to get into the 

powerful second position. 

 

4.1.3 Conversation 3 

 

1 Holly: I just want to look (  ) but I don’t want to be like over[dressed] 

2 Hannah:                                                                                       [oh no, no no] 

3 Holly: (.) well how about this? 

4 Hannah: well I-I really like that, I think that’s a pretty colour on [you:] 

 

In Conversation 3 (Appendix C), lines 1–18, Holly is in first position, describing her life 

and feelings, which means setting the topic. Here Hannah stays in the second position 

commenting on and confirming Holly’s utterances (lines 2, 4, 7–8, 16–17). On the 

surface, Holly is powerful, by deciding the topics and keeping the floor, but as in 

Hutchby’s (1996) research, Hannah is less vulnerable, since she does not air her 

opinions, and therefore does not risk having to defend them. This sequence is, in 

comparison with what follows, a stable one with no struggle between positions. 
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21 Hannah: singing?  

22 Holly: yeah can you believe it? 

23 Hannah: really? 

24 Holly: (.) well, I mean, why not, you know. [Wha]-what have I got to lo:se 

 

In line 21 Hannah makes use of the powerful second position. She does not state her 

opinions clearly, but poses an ambiguous question (cf. Wang, 2006), that may seem like 

she wishes to confirm the content of the previous utterance. Holly interprets it as 

disapproval of presented aims, which makes her defensive (lines 22, 24, 27, 29) (for a 

similar example, see Hutchby, 1996, as cited in Jaworski & Coupland, 2006, p. 523). 

This goes on until line 32. Hannah merely speaks, and therefore seems harmless, but the 

second position gives her the power to make Holly insecure and, by repeating that she 

in fact does sing, defend her future plans. 

 

36 Holly: you know, I think I can fake my way through a SO:NG 

37 Hannah: aha? 

38 Holly: (.) EASILY (.) wh-why you don’t think it’s realistic. 

39 Hannah: NO I didn’t I that’s no: (.) no I-I-I no, I just, hate to see you put yourself in 

40   a position where, where you get hurt, you know, you know how you always 

41  take (.) every single rejection as-as a a confirmation that you have no ta:lent  

42  or something 

 

In line 36 and 38, encouraged by Hannah’s kind previous remark, Holly seems to have 

regained her confidence, and tries to convince both herself and Hannah of the fact that 

singing is easy for her. She seems powerful, but the first position still keeps her in a 

powerless position, which leads to a request for confirmation from the powerful, 

although seemingly powerless, Hannah, in the last words of line 38. 

Lines 39–42 also seem powerless, since the content in Hannah’s utterance is 

understanding, kind and defensive, but it is also a way to confirm her idea that Holly 

does not sing, and would be hurt by the audition, which is powerful manipulation, stated 

from the interlocutor in second position. Hutchby’s (1996) and Wang’s (2006) ideas 

therefore apply. 

 

24 Holly: (.) well, I mean, why not, you know. [Wha]-what have I got to lo:se 

25 Hannah:                                                            [no:]                                  I know, I just 

26  a-, no, I-I you know I- (.) didn’t  know you sa:ng 

27 Holly: (.) wha- you think everybody in m-musicals sing so well? 

28 Hannah: NO (.) no I- tha- just that-they sing 
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Lines 24–42 may also be interpreted in the opposite way, where Holly is questioning 

Hannah’s implied meanings, and Hannah is defending herself. This makes both 

hypotheses apply simultaneously, and demonstrates both sisters’ wish to end up in 

second position. 

 

4.1.4 Conversation 4 

 

1 Holly: hey Hannah? (.) you know I think Lee is really serious about her new boyfriend? 

2  yeah-e from what I understand he sounds really nice, I’m so ha:ppy for  

3  her, I think she’s in love 

4  (.) 

5 Holly: hey what’s the ma:tter 

6 Hannah: I’m real upset about what you wrote 

 

Conversation 4 (Appendix D) starts with Holly placing herself in first position (line 1–

3), where she tries to start a conversation, that Hannah does not respond to. Hannah 

thus, silently but overtly, manifests the inherent power of the second position, by 

ignoring an invitation to talk. 

 

8 Hannah: it’s obviously based on Elliot and me 

9 Holly:       (.) oh so loosely  

10 Hannah:   no not oh so loosely real specifically is that how you see us?  

11 Holly:      well 

12 Hannah:  can I no:t accept gestures and feelings from people? do I do I put people o:ff? 

13 Holly: (we’) it’s a made up sto:ry 

 

In line 5, Holly takes the second position by posing a question (cf. Wang 2006). Lines 

6–35 may be interpreted as Hannah being in first position, since she chooses the topic, 

expresses her feelings and holds the floor. Although this seems like a powerful position, 

Holly, in her attacked and seemingly powerless position, comments (lines 7, 9, 11, 21, 

36) and poses questions to make Hannah elaborate her story (lines 7, 28–30, 34), as well 

as disclaims responsibility (9, 13, 17–18, 24–26) for the hurt feelings expressed by 

Hannah (lines 6, 10, 12, 22–23, 27), which indicates that she is the more powerful 

interlocutor, in second position. 

However, like in Conversation 3, a closer look reveals that the positions seem to be 

simultaneously interpretable as both first and second. This takes place in lines 10–27, 

for instance, where Hannah, while airing her hurt feelings, which makes her vulnerable 

and places her in first position, also poses questions to Holly, which means claiming the 

second position and placing Holly in the defensive first position. 
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The analysis of sequence organization and question posing demonstrates that both 

hypotheses are confirmed by Conversations 1 and 2. Having the floor and setting the 

topic, which seems like power, is in fact powerlessness. Lack of floor, on the other 

hand, seems like powerlessness, but may be interpreted as the more powerful position. 

In Conversations 3 and 4, however, the struggle for second positions makes many 

utterances interpretable as both first and second positions simultaneously. 

 

4.2 Control attempts   

Control attempts refer to dominant behaviour, which can be exerted by means of raised 

voice, threats or insults. According to DPT, they are caused by perceived relative lack 

of power, mainly in equal relationships, so that seeming powerfulness, by use of 

dominance, may indicate perceived powerlessness. Interlocutors who perceive their 

power as high, according to the theory, need not use dominance to control the situation. 

Also, interlocutors that perceive their power as much lower than their conversation 

partner’s, fear negative consequences for the relationship and therefore avoid control 

attempts. The theory also states that control attempts often are met by countercontrol 

attempts from the conversation partner, to balance the situation (Dunbar & Abra, 2010, 

p. 661-2). 

 

4.2.1 Conversation 1 

 

1 Holly: Hannah, I have to borrow some more money don’t get upset. 

2 Hannah: (ie) I never get upset over tha:t? 

3 Holly: this is the last time and I’m keeping strict acc[ounts]. 

4 Hannah:                                                                          [HOLLY] don’t insult me 

 

In Conversation 1, Holly insults Hannah, by implying that Hannah does not trust her 

(lines 1, 3, 5).  She also avoids reacting to Hannah’s disclaiming replies in the passage. 

This may be a display of dominance, caused by the inferior position she is in (financial 

dependence), i.e. a control attempt. Though the insulting utterances and arrogant way of 

speaking seem powerful, she is thus the less powerful interlocutor.  In line 4, Hannah 

raises her voice, which may be interpreted as a countercontrol attempt, all of which 

coincides with DPT. 

 

12 Holly: well, in order to get started there’s just a few things I have to buy and some 

13  old debts I have outstanding. 

14 Hannah: just tell me one thing (.) are we talking about cocaine again? 

15 Holly: I swear. I swear, we’ve already got some requests to do a few dinner parties (.) 

16   I mean obviously ((laughs)) I’m not gonna be a caterer forever  
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In line 14, Hannah implies that Holly may be lying to her about the reasons for her need 

of the money. This is also an insult and a potential countercontrol attempt, conducted to 

regain lost perceived power in discourse, caused by Holly’s general dominant behaviour 

in the conversation, although the conduct seems like one performed by a person with 

high power, due to its derogatory tone. 

 

4.2.2 Conversation 2 

 

4 Holly:                                                                 [OH HA:NNAH he’s such a LOSER ((laughs/smiles)) 

5 Hannah: (.)[ he’s not a loser at] all, he’s the headmaster at Daisy’s school 

6 Holly:             [(                          )] 
7                ((laughing)) oh perfect he reminds me of Ichabod Crane, his Adam’s  

8  [apple  keep]s jumping up and down whenever he gets excited 

 

In Conversation 2, Holly raises her voice and insults Hannah in line 4 and 7–8, by 

stating that Hannah’s suggestion of a romantic partner is laughable. She thereby acts 

dominantly, and the conduct is definable as a control attempt. Despite the seeming 

powerfulness, Holly is once again in an inferior position, since she feels lonely and 

cannot find a lover. Seeming powerfulness, by means of a control attempt, may thus be 

interpreted as lack of power. 

 

9 Hannah:                                                                                             [((laughs))](   )he’s a lot better than your ex husband, 

10  he’s got a good job, would you light those  

11  (  ) please, he’s not a dope addict or anything    

 

Hannah, on the other hand, insults Holly in lines 9–11, describing her ex husband as an 

unsuitable partner, implying that Holly is incapable of choosing and in no position to 

evaluate Hannah’s suggestions. She appears dominant, but the reason for the (counter) 

control attempt may be perceived lack of power due to Holly’s previous insult. 

 

4.2.3 Conversation 3 

 

18 Holly:  I think ( ) he’s dying to open up it’s so sad. (.) now, what should I wear to  

19  my audition (.) I got a singing audition for a Broadway musical. ((laughs))  

20  ‘course I’ll never get it 

21 Hannah: singing?  

22 Holly: yeah can you believe it? 
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23 Hannah: really? 

 

In Conversation 3, Hannah insults Holly, by implying that her plans to go to a singing 

audition lack contact with reality (lines 21, 23, 25–26 and 28). A possible interpretation 

of the situation, drawing on DPT, is that Holly’s happy love life in addition to plans to 

become a singer on Broadway, create a sense of lost space/power for Hannah, that she 

tries to regain by the control attempt. Without knowing it, Holly would in this case be 

the more powerful party. 

 

39 Hannah: NO I didn’t I that’s no: (.) no I-I-I no, I just, hate to see you put yourself in 

40   a position where, where you get hurt, you know, you know how you always 

41  take (.) every single rejection as-as a a confirmation that you have no ta:lent  

42  or something 

43 Holly: well maybe I’ll get it. 

44 Hannah: I hope 

45 Holly: ((sighs)) boy. (.) you really know how to cut me down. 

46 Hannah: wha::t n- don’t be so sensitive can’t I say anything 

47 Holly: we- I SING? FOR CHRIST SAKE HANNAH YOU HEARD ME SING? 

 

The same pattern is displayed in lines 39–42, where Hannah’s comment is an implied 

insult, since Holly would not be hurt by the situation if she was to be successful. The 

interpretation is confirmed by the lacking confidence in Holly’s reply in line 43.  

In line 47 Holly raises her voice, a dominant behaviour, that may be interpreted as a 

countercontrol attempt brought on by perceived lack of power, which indicates that 

Hannah’s previous control attempts have been successful. 

 

4.2.4 Conversation 4 

 

5 Holly: hey what’s the ma:tter 

6 Hannah: I’m real upset about what you wrote 

7 Holly: (.) my script? 

8 Hannah: it’s obviously based on Elliot and me 

9 Holly:       (.) oh so loosely  

10 Hannah:   no not oh so loosely real specifically is that how you see us?  

11 Holly:      well 

12 Hannah:  can I no:t accept gestures and feelings from people? do I do I put people o:ff? 

 

 

22 Hannah: you make it sound like you know I have no NEEDS or something you  
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23  think I’m too self-sufficient? 

24 Holly: (th) Ha:nnah that’s not what I MEANT you know? e- everybody reli:es on  

25  you for much you’re so GIVING (.) it’s not a criticism, we love you, we’re  

26  grateful. 

27 Hannah: you’re grateful but you resent me 

 

In Conversation 4, Hannah insults Holly, by implying that she, by writing a script, has 

committed an immoral act (lines 6, 10, 12, 22–23, 27), since she has depicted Hannah 

pejoratively in a public document. A script that Holly has been working on and 

presumably is proud of, is by these comments described as something negative. The 

insults are definable as control attempts, and although Hannah by her bad temper 

dominates the conversation and seems powerful, it is obvious that she perceives herself 

as powerless, having lost control over how her life is narrated. 

Although Holly’s writing takes place prior to the conversation, it may be pointed out 

that it also is interpretable as a control attempt. Drawing on Wang (2006), mentioned 

status markers, such as financial and personal superiority on Hannah’s behalf, may have 

made Holly percive herself as the subordinate party in the dyad, which may be why she 

exerts dominance by displaying Hannah’s private life in a negative fashion. Seeming 

power would then indicate the lack of it, and turn Hannah’s dominant behaviour in 

Conversation 4 into a countercontrol attempt. 

Hypothesis 1 can be traced in all conversations, and the analysis shows that control 

attempts may be carried out due to perceived lost power. Since both Hannah and Holly 

perform control attempts, drawing on DPT, the relationship can be described as 

relatively equal. 

 

4.3 Mitigating strategies  

Mitigating strategies are here seen as any action that aims at concealing power exercise 

in discourse, so that what appears to be submissiveness, in fact can be interpreted as an 

act of superiority, or power exercise. This feature is based on Fairclough’s (1992) and 

Wang’s (2006) suggestions that power in casual talk is covertly exerted. Mullany (2004) 

has found that humour is used in this way to create a common ground, and signal 

collegiality, thereby disguising power exercise. Benus et al. (2011) have argued that 

accomodating to phonetic, rhythmic or temporal patterns in the interlocutor’s speaking 

style, is a way to create a common ground, and that it implies inferiority in a 

conversation. These ideas are borrowed for the analysis. 

 

4.3.1 Conversation 1 

 

6 Hannah: (oh) (.) how much do you need? 

7 Holly: two thousand dollars. 

8 Hannah: (.) ah[a?] 
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9 Holly:          [ I ]know it’s a lot but my friend April and I we have this catering idea 

10  I think it’s going to be GREAT (.) you admit that we’re great cooks, right? 

11 Hannah: yeah 

 

In Conversation 1, Holly mitigates her request for a large sum of money, by posing a 

rhetorical question, based on Hannah’s previously stated opinions of her cooking (line 

10). As discussed by Mullany (2004), Holly gains compliance from Hannah (line 11) by 

creating a common ground, referring to a prior conversation, which takes focus off the 

power exercise. 

 

14 Hannah: just tell me one thing (.) are we talking about cocaine again? 

15 Holly: I swear. I swear, we’ve already got some requests to do a few dinner parties (.) 

16   I mean obviously ((laughs)) I’m not gonna be a caterer forever  

17  you know (.) we both go on auditions, something could come up at any moment,  

18  but ((takes a bite of something)) the parties are at night, my days are free, I can 

19  still take my acting class (.) I haven’t done drugs in a year 

 

Hannah implies knowledge of Holly’s habits and thus disguises her power exercise 

(right to question Holly’s reasons), by indicating concern for her sister’s health (line 

14). Here the focus on connection, emotions and previous history between the sisters, 

mitigates the power exercise.  

In line 16, Holly tries to create a common ground based on humour, by expressing her 

view of the potentially laughable idea that she would be a caterer forever, which 

conceals her power exercise (asking for a lot of money), and may be interpretable as a 

mitigating strategy. Whether or not Hannah acknowledges the humour, is not included 

in the conversation. 

Hereby both Holly and Hannah appear soft and submissive, though they are exerting 

power in the conversation. 

 

4.3.2 Conversation 2 

 

1 Holly:     god it gets so lonely on the holidays 

2 Hannah: oh gosh well you know that’s why I invited  

 

Drawing on Benus et al. (2011) and Mullany (2004), Hannah mitigates her power 

exercise in suggesting a romantic partner to Holly, by seeming submissive, as she 

adapts her vocabulary to Holly’s, using ‘oh gosh’, which resembles Holly’s ‘god’ (lines 

1 and 2).  
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4 Holly:                                                                 [OH HA:NNAH he’s such a LOSER ((laughs/smiles)) 

5 Hannah: (.)[ he’s not a loser at] all, he’s the headmaster at Daisy’s school 

6 Holly:             [(                          )] 
7                ((laughing)) oh perfect he reminds me of Ichabod Crane, his Adam’s  

8  [apple  keep]s jumping up and down whenever he gets excited 

 

Holly, on the other hand, mitigates her disregard of Hannah’s proposal, which is an 

action aimed at Hannah’s actions, by using repressive humour in line 7–8. This is 

successful, since Hannah acknowledges it by laughter in line 9. Here Holly appears to 

be acting in a cooperative manner, when in fact expressing her contempt over Hannah’s 

plans, and uses repressive humour to gain Hannah’s compliance and to create a 

common, humorous, ground. 

 

9 Hannah:                                                                                             [((laughs))](   )he’s a lot better than your ex husband, 

10  he’s got a good job, would you light those  

11  (  ) please, he’s not a dope addict or anything    

 

Lastly, Hannah mitigates her insult and continuing display of power exercise over 

Holly’s love life (lines 9–11) by continuing the humorous path through exaggerated 

descriptions of Holly’s ex husband as a dope addict, as she reminds Holly of her 

previous failures.  

Politely asking (line 10–11) Holly to light the candles is also a way to mitigate the 

inserted directive, which, almost invisibly, confirms her claim to be the empowered 

party. Hereby Hannah pretends to share the common ground of laughter and closeness, 

though she exerts power in discourse. 

 

4.3.3 Conversation 3 

 

38 Holly: (.) EASILY (.) wh-why you don’t think it’s realistic. 

39 Hannah: NO I didn’t I that’s no: (.) no I-I-I no, I just, hate to see you put yourself in 

40   a position where, where you get hurt, you know, you know how you always 

41  take (.) every single rejection as-as a a confirmation that you have no ta:lent  

42  or something 

 

In Conversation 3, Hannah mitigates her implied disregard of Holly’s singing abilities 

in lines 21, 23, 26 and 28, by seeming concerned over her sister’s feelings in lines 39–

42 and 44. She creates a common ground, based on mutual experiences, and seems 

emotional, while manipulating the future actions of Holly.  
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52 Hannah: look (.) everything’s going you wa:y 

53  (.) 

54 Holly: you’re right? I’m ha:ppy (.) why must I let my insecurity spoil everything  

 

In line 52, Hannah mitigates her previous power exercise in the conversation, by 

concluding that Holly has no reason to be upset, thereby taking focus off the preceding 

discussion, especially her own manipulative utterances, by seeming like a confirming 

and close friend. She creates a common ground, based on closeness, and redefines the 

action in the discourse. 

In alignment with Mullany’s (2004) research, Hannah succeeds in gaining compliance 

from Holly in line 54, where Holly blames her own lacking self-esteem, rather than 

Hannah’s covert power exercise, for her hurt feelings. 

 

4.3.4 Conversation 4 

 

14 Hannah: NO it’s real exa:ct the-the situations, the dialogue everything, it’s it’s full  

15  of intimate details between Elliot an’ me (.) which I don’t (ot) see how you can  

16  even possibly KNOW abou:t (.) a conversation we once had about ado:ption? 

17 Holly: well LEE mentioned that to me so OBVIOSLY you discussed it with her  

18  (yu) I just took the essence and I blew it up into dra:ma. 

 

In lines 17–18, Holly implies that since their sister Lee has been informed about the 

content in her script, she not only has the right to know, but also to write, about it, and 

thereby make it public. This shifts the focus off the writing as a power exercise to an 

implied insult directed at Hannah for not having informed Holly, which may be seen as 

referring to collegiality to create a common ground, where the parties’ lives are seen as 

common property.  

 

28 Holly: oh wo:w (.) I don’t want to have this conversation (.) I didn’t do anything  

29  wro:ng, y-you mentioned to me yourself that you and Elliot were having some  

30  pro:blems  

31 Hannah: we’re having problems but problems that are MY business (.) which I don’t see  

32  how you could KNOW about in such DETAIL (.) how does LEE know about  

these things (.) HOW (.) they’re private 

34 Holly: (w) why don’t you SHARE them with us.  

35 Hannah: (ana) I don’t want to bo:ther everyone?  

36 Holly: that’s the POINT (.) I’d like to be BOTHERED  
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In lines 28–30 and 36, Holly refers to connection by expressing concern for Hannah’s 

emotions, which also is a mitigation of her exerting power in discourse. By creating a 

common ground based on emotions, she appears caring, which is the opposite of using 

others’ private lives to get credits for being a writer. Hannah almost displays 

compliance in line 35, where she too drops the subject of the script, to reply to Holly’s 

question of why Hannah is not open about the difficulties in her life. 

 

37 Hannah: I don’t see how you could know about these things, unless Elliot’s been ta:lking  

38  to you  

39 Holly: no (.) he ha:sn’t. if I offended you I’m so:rry 

 

The apology in line 39 is also a mitigating strategy, by which Holly presents herself as a 

polite person, both in contrast to Hannah in the discourse, and generally speaking, 

which takes focus off the fact that she has hurt her sister’s feelings. 

Mitigating strategies carried out by humour and references to a common ground are thus 

found in all conversations and apply to Hypothesis 2, in that they create a sense of 

submissiveness to disguise power exercise. 

 

5. Results 

5.1 Conformity with hypotheses 

The analysis shows that hypotheses 1 and 2 are traceable when the data is analysed by 

means of the chosen features and summarized respectively: 

 

5.1.1 First and second positions 

First positions often appear powerful in discourse due to floortime and decision of 

topics, but as in Hutchby’s (1996) and Wang’s (2006) findings, a closer look reveals 

that second positions, which entail commenting and question posing, remain less 

vulnerable and make first position interlocutors defensive, thus less powerful. Also, a 

struggle for second positions, as discussed by Hutchby (1996), can be traced in the 

conversations. 

The examples show that hypotheses 1 and 2 can be confirmed by the material, but also 

that there are instances where first and second positions conflate, and power appears to 

be high and low for both parties simultaneously. 

 

5.1.2 Control attempts 

Control attempts, such as insults and raised voice are carried out by parties that, despite 

the dominant character of the conduct, by means of an analysis of the context, may be 

interpreted as being powerless in relation to their interlocutor. Control attempts are 
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often met by countercontrol attempts. This aligns with previous research conducted by 

means of DPT and confirms Hypothesis 1.  

 

5.1.3 Mitigating strategies 

Mitigating strategies, such as creating a common ground to disguise power exercise, as 

discussed by Mullany (2004) are found in the shape of repressive humour and 

references to emotional connections. One example of accomodation to phonetic factors 

as discussed by Benus et al. (2011) is also found. Mitigating strategies indicate power 

exercise despite seeming powerlessness, which coincides with Hypothesis 2. 

 

5.2 Similar and contrasting interpretations 

A comparison of the results of all features, reveals signs of both similar and contrasting 

interpretations of the power relations. Some examples of this are: 

 

5.2.1 Conversation 1 

In Conversation 1, an analysis of first and second positions and control attempts 

respectively, signal that Holly is the powerless and Hannah the powerful party in lines 

1–5.  

First and second positions and mitigating strategies read Hannah as the powerful party 

in line 14, and interpret Holly as relatively powerless in lines 15–19. In contrast to the 

former, using theories of control attempts to analyse the data, Hannah appears 

powerless in line 14.  

Also, lines 9–13 are interpretable in opposite ways by first and second positions and 

mitigating strategies respectively, where the former sees Holly as powerless, and the 

latter interprets her behaviour as a sign of power in dicsourse. 

 

5.2.2 Conversation 2 

In Conversation 2 first and second positions as well as mitigating strategies reveal the 

utterances in lines 7 and 9–11 as powerful, whereas control attempts suggest them being 

a sign of powerlessness. 

The utterance in line 4 is interpreted in reverse ways by the use of first and second 

positions and control attempts respectively, where the former sees it as a powerful 

behaviour and the latter as one lacking in power. 

First and second positions sees line 2 as powerless, whereas mitigating strategies reads 

it as powerful. 
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5.2.3 Conversation 3 

In Conversation 3, first and second positions and mitigating strategies interpret Hanna’s 

utterances in lines 21–28 as potentially powerful, but control attempts sees them as a 

sign of powerlessness.  

Control attempts and mitigating strategies interpret Hannah’s utterance in lines 39–42 

as powerful, while first and second positions indicates it as a possible powerless 

position, though the feature is ambiguously interpretable. 

 

5.2.4 Conversation 4 

In lines 8–13 Holly is perceived as powerful, according to mitigating strategies. First 

and second positions are in this passage ambiguous, which makes the lines by use of 

this feature both similar and contrasting to the findings suggested by mitigating 

strategies. A use of control attempts on the other hand, may interpret Hannah’s 

behaviour in the conversation as a sign of lack of power. 

 

5.3  Ambiguities and feature-specific interpretations 

5.3.1 Ambiguities 

Conversations 3 and 4 reveal signs of ambiguous first and second positions. A number 

of utterances both signal a defensive stance, which is entailed by first position, and a 

questioning stance, which characterizes the second position, according to Hutchby’s 

(1996) findings.  

 

5.3.2 Feature-specific interpretations 

Some interpretations are tied to a specific feature and not highlighted by the other two, 

as in the case of line 4 in Conversation 1, which only by means of control attempts is 

interpretable as a sign of powerlessness.  

Using first and second positions, line 6 also stands out in Conversation 1 as a powerful 

utterance, which is not accounted for by the other two features.  

The powerful and powerless entailments of lines 1–18 in Conversation 3 are another 

example of an instance where only first and second positions show an interest of covert 

power relations in the data.  

 

6. Discussion and Conclusions 

Power is considered a fundamental part of all human interaction. In this thesis it is 

defined as a force that moves between and is negotiated by interlocutors in discourse. 

Previous research (Fairclough, 1992, as cited in Mullany, 2004; Wang, 2006) suggests 

that power relations in casual talk often are covert, and analyses show that the material 

of this thesis confirms the suggestion. 
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The investigation demonstrates that a perceived struggle for superiority, not salient on 

the surface, may be confirmed when conversations between two characters in Woody 

Allen’s Hannah and Her Sisters (1986) are scrutinized. Results rely on interpretations 

of the data in connection to research presented in the literature section of this thesis. To 

an extent, connecting the data to the literature requires an import of analyst’s cultural 

background knowledge of covert power relations. Stokoe and Smithson (2001) have 

argued that such a conduct always, whether acknowledged or not, takes place in 

research. A hypothetical exclusion of similar import may, however, entail dissimilar 

results. 

As each feature is studied separately, confirmations of the hypotheses are traced in all 

conversations. The applicability of literature based on real life interaction in institutional 

settings, implies that the chosen material is a kind of representation of naturally 

occurring speech, and that connections between talk in private and institutional settings 

may occur.  

Similar to Hutchby’s (1996) findings, a struggle to avoid first positions, as well as the 

seemingly less, but in reality more powerful character of the second, commenting and 

questioning position, can be traced in most of the dialogues. The positions are 

sometimes interpretable as polysemous, though. 

The data also shows signs of control attempts, as discussed by Dyadic Power Theory 

(DPT). Dominant behaviour, such as raised voice or insulting the interlocutor, is carried 

out by parties that in relation to context-dependent parameters can be interpreted as less 

powerful, leaving the seemingly submissive interlocutor in the more powerful position. 

Lastly, the analyses trace mitigating strategies that create a common ground to disguise 

power exercise. Repressive humour, insinuations of emotional connections and adapting 

to phonetic factors in the interlocutor’s speech, indicate that seeming submissiveness 

may be covertly exercised power in discourse. 

When the features’ results are compared, both similar and contrasting findings appear, 

which implies that the choice of feature determines the result. An analysis of relations 

between the features and reasons for their results, is not included in this thesis, but may 

in future research elucidate findings of this and similar investigations. Hutchby’s (1996) 

research on first and second positions, however, stands out as the most pertinent way to 

analyze covert power relations in the chosen material. Its results are at times ambiguous, 

but this coincides with the general view of power as a dynamic force, and interlocutors’ 

strive to place themselves in second position. DPT’s control attempts and Mullany’s 

(2004) mitigating strategies offer valuable insights to covert power relations, but their 

reliance on specific content (insults, raised voice, repressive discourse strategies) makes 

them applicable to smaller parts of the data.  

Mentioned discrepancies in the scholarship concerning the notions dominance and 

power, and whether manifestations of dominance imply power or the lack of it, point to 

a variety of possible interpretations, that may be further investigated. Other suggestions 

for future research on the subject are consulting politeness theory, literature on language 

and gender and perhaps in particular family discourse. In the latter category, Tannen 

(1994) claims that family members’ utterances should be seen as power maneuvers and 
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connection maneuvers simultaneously, which is a perspective that may deepen future 

analyses similar to this thesis. 

This case study of a representation of conversations between two sisters, highlights 

covert power relations in casual talk. As such, it elucidates Holly’s bothered utterance 

“Nobody but you can do that to me, I don’t know why”. A welcome continuation of the 

investigation would be further scholarship on how power exercise is carried out through 

everyday language, something that human interaction presumably provides a substantial 

amount of data for. After all, coexistence leads to possibilities of one person acting 

upon the actions of another, and sometimes this is performed in a disguised manner. 
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Appendix A  

Conversation 1: In the kitchen 

 

1 Holly: Hannah, I have to borrow some more money don’t get upset. 

2 Hannah: (ie) I never get upset over tha:t? 

3 Holly: this is the last time and I’m keeping strict acc[ounts]. 

4 Hannah:                                                                          [HOLLY] don’t insult me 

5 Holly: (.) some day I’ll pay it all back. 

6 Hannah: (oh) (.) how much do you need? 

7 Holly: two thousand dollars. 

8 Hannah: (.) ah[a?] 

9 Holly:          [ I ]know it’s a lot but my friend April and I we have this catering idea 

10  I think it’s going to be GREAT (.) you admit that we’re great cooks, right? 

11 Hannah: yeah 

12 Holly: well, in order to get started there’s just a few things I have to buy and some 

13  old debts I have outstanding. 

14 Hannah: just tell me one thing (.) are we talking about cocaine again? 

15 Holly: I swear. I swear, we’ve already got some requests to do a few dinner parties (.) 

16   I mean obviously ((laughs)) I’m not gonna be a caterer forever  

17  you know (.) we both go on auditions, something could come up at any moment,  

18  but ((takes a bite of something)) the parties are at night, my days are free, I can 

19  still take my acting class (.) I haven’t done drugs in a year 
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Appendix B 

Conversation 2: Setting the table 

 

1 Holly:     god it gets so lonely on the holidays 

2 Hannah: oh gosh well you know that’s why I invited  

3  Phil Gammage ton[ight (.) you never know] 

4 Holly:                                                                 [OH HA:NNAH he’s such a LOSER ((laughs/smiles)) 

5 Hannah: (.)[ he’s not a loser at] all, he’s the headmaster at Daisy’s school 

6 Holly:             [(                          )] 
7                ((laughing)) oh perfect he reminds me of Ichabod Crane, his Adam’s  

8  [apple  keep]s jumping up and down whenever he gets excited 

9 Hannah:                                                                                             [((laughs))](   )he’s a lot better than your ex husband, 

10  he’s got a good job, would you light those  

11  (  ) please, he’s not a dope addict or anything    
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Appendix C 

Conversation 3: In a department store 

 

1 Holly: I just want to look (  ) but I don’t want to be like over[dressed] 

2 Hannah:                                                                                       [oh no, no no] 

3 Holly: (.) well how about this? 

4 Hannah: well I-I really like that, I think that’s a pretty colour on [you:] 

5 Holly:                                                                                          [yeah] (.) did you  

6  ever think you’d be helping me find something to wear to the o:per[a?] 

7 Hannah:                                                                                                             [a-]a! (.)  

8  but I think it’s great, I can’t wait o mee:t’im 

9 Holly: (.) he’s married,[ and] his (.) wife’s a- (.) in an out of institutions, she’s  

10 Hannah:                           [o-oh] 

11 Holly: schizophrenic, sometimes [she]’s terrific and then she just breaks down.   

12 Hannah:                                            [o:]   

13 Holly: and he has this swee:t, dau:ghter and when (.) she goes to college next year, 

14  he’s gonna split (.) permanently, I mean he’s really paid his dues, but (.) then  

15  she helped put him through architecture [school(   ) ] 

16 Hannah:                                                                  [you found]all this, all this out on  

17  one date? 
18 Holly:  I think ( ) he’s dying to open up it’s so sad. (.) now, what should I wear to  

19  my audition (.) I got a singing audition for a Broadway musical. ((laughs))  

20  ‘course I’ll never get it 

21 Hannah: singing?  

22 Holly: yeah can you believe it? 

23 Hannah: really? 

24 Holly: (.) well, I mean, why not, you know. [Wha]-what have I got to lo:se 

25 Hannah:                                                            [no:]                                  I know, I just 

26  a-, no, I-I you know I- (.) didn’t  know you sa:ng 

27 Holly: (.) wha- you think everybody in m-musicals sing so well? 

28 Hannah: NO (.) no I- tha- just that-they sing 

29 Holly: (.) well (.) you know (.) I sing a little, I mean 

30 Hannah: o[:h] 

31 Holly:   [you] know 

32 Hannah: I kno:w. no, I know. 

33 Holly: (.) I mean (.) y-you know, don’t say it that way, you know, cause my  
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34  co:nfidence is not m[y stro:ng point] and I 

35 Hannah:                                 [no, sorry I did’t] mea:n tha:t no I didn’t mean tha:t  

36 Holly: you know, I think I can fake my way through a SO:NG 

37 Hannah: aha? 

38 Holly: (.) EASILY (.) wh-why you don’t think it’s realistic. 

39 Hannah: NO I didn’t I that’s no: (.) no I-I-I no, I just, hate to see you put yourself in 

40   a position where, where you get hurt, you know, you know how you always 

41  take (.) every single rejection as-as a a confirmation that you have no ta:lent  

42  or something 

43 Holly: well maybe I’ll get it. 

44 Hannah: I hope 

45 Holly: ((sighs)) boy. (.) you really know how to cut me down. 

46 Hannah: wha::t n- don’t be so sensitive can’t I say anything 

47 Holly: we- I SING? FOR CHRIST SAKE HANNAH YOU HEARD ME SING? 

48 Hannah: okay (.) I- what ha:ppened? you know? (.) we were havin’ a really nice ti:me  

49  (.) a- and suddenly everything- went to (.) ba:d feeling 

50  (.) 

51 Holly: nobody but you: can do that to me I don’t know why:  

52 Hannah: look (.) everything’s going you wa:y 

53  (.) 

54 Holly: you’re right? I’m ha:ppy (.) why must I let my insecurity spoil everything  
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Appendix D 

Conversation 4: In the kitchen (again) 

 

1 Holly: hey Hannah? (.) you know I think Lee is really serious about her new boyfriend? 

2  yeah-e from what I understand he sounds really nice, I’m so ha:ppy for  

3  her, I think she’s in love 

4  (.) 

5 Holly: hey what’s the ma:tter 

6 Hannah: I’m real upset about what you wrote 

7 Holly: (.) my script? 

8 Hannah: it’s obviously based on Elliot and me 

9 Holly:       (.) oh so loosely  

10 Hannah:   no not oh so loosely real specifically is that how you see us?  

11 Holly:      well 

12 Hannah:  can I no:t accept gestures and feelings from people? do I do I put people o:ff? 

13 Holly: (we’) it’s a made up sto:ry 

14 Hannah: NO it’s real exa:ct the-the situations, the dialogue everything, it’s it’s full  

15  of intimate details between Elliot an’ me (.) which I don’t (ot) see how you can  

16  even possibly KNOW abou:t (.) a conversation we once had about ado:ption? 

17 Holly: well LEE mentioned that to me so OBVIOSLY you discussed it with her  

18  (yu) I just took the essence and I blew it up into dra:ma. 

19 Hannah:  I don’t see how Lee could know about these things I DON’T I don’t tell her 

20  everything? 

21 Holly: (wew) I guess I hit a nerve 

22 Hannah: you make it sound like you know I have no NEEDS or something you  

23  think I’m too self-sufficient? 

24 Holly: (th) Ha:nnah that’s not what I MEANT you know? e- everybody reli:es on  

25  you for much you’re so GIVING (.) it’s not a criticism, we love you, we’re  

26  grateful. 

27 Hannah: you’re grateful but you resent me 

28 Holly: oh wo:w (.) I don’t want to have this conversation (.) I didn’t do anything  

29  wro:ng, y-you mentioned to me yourself that you and Elliot were having some  

30  pro:blems  

31 Hannah: we’re having problems but problems that are MY business (.) which I don’t see  

32  how you could KNOW about in such DETAIL (.) how does LEE know about  
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these things (.) HOW (.) they’re private 

34 Holly: (w) why don’t you SHARE them with us.  

35 Hannah: (ana) I don’t want to bo:ther everyone?  

36 Holly: that’s the POINT (.) I’d like to be BOTHERED  

37 Hannah: I don’t see how you could know about these things, unless Elliot’s been ta:lking  

38  to you  

39 Holly: no (.) he ha:sn’t. if I offended you I’m so:rry 
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Appendix E 

Transcription conventions  

[ A single left bracket indicates the point of overlap onset 

]      A single right bracket indicates the point at which an utterance or utterance-part  

 terminates vis-à-vis another. 

(.)    A dot in parentheses indicates a tiny gap within or between utterances. 

word Underscoring indicates stress via pitch and/or amplitude. 

: Colons indicate prolongation of the immediately prior sound. 

- A dash indicates a cut-off. 

. A period indicates a stopping fall in tone 

, A comma indicates a continuing intonation, like when you are reading items  

 from a list. 

? A question mark indicates a rising intonation  

WORD Upper case indicates especially loud sounds. 

( ) Empty parenthesis indicate transcriber’s inability to hear what was said. The 

length indicates the length of the untranscribed talk.  

(word) Parenthesized words are dubious hearings. 

(( )) Double parentheses contain transcriber’s descriptions.  

 

The above transcription conventions are based on ten Have (2007) and have been 

adapted to this study. 
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